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Vampire Kisses 5: The Coffin Club
Trixie Shapiro may be one of the shyest students at Mason High, but she's also the
funniest. When her best friend, Jazzy, signs her up to perform stand-up at Senior
Talent Night, Trixie's terrified she'll absolutely choke. And as if a seemingly
disastrous debut isn't enough, Trixie's drama teacher encourages her to try
again—this time at the local comedy club, Chaplin's. To her surprise, Trixie's
confidence begins to swell, and a surefire comedy act is born. Trixie finds herself
on a fast track, winning contests and earning a job as the opening comic at the
comedy club. It's a dream come true. Then Trixie lands a boyfriend—her longtime
crush, hipster Gavin Baldwin. Now caught between the increasing demands of two
worlds, Trixie faces a difficult choice between a romantic, inviting path and a risky
shot at comedic stardom. Ellen Schreiber narrates an inspiring and entertaining
story of a shy teen who, struggling to find her voice, discovers a shining place in
the spotlight.

Vampire Kisses 7: Love Bites
The end is here! At least, the end of these popular series is almost here. Before
they reach their conclusion, read selections from the first books. You'll fall in love
with the paranormal worlds of Angelfire by Courtney Allison Moulton, Once in a Full
Moon by Ellen Schreiber, A Touch Mortal by Leah Clifford, and Unearthly by Cynthia
Hand.

The Ghost and the Goth
St Vladimir's Academy isn't just any boarding school - hidden away, it's a place
where vampires are educated in the ways of magic and half-human teens train to
protect them. Rose Hathaway is a Dhampir, a bodyguard for her best friend Lissa,
a Moroi Vampire Princess. They've been on the run, but now they're being dragged
back to St Vladimir's where the girls must survive a world of forbidden romances, a
ruthless social scene and terrifying night time rituals. But most of all, staying alive.
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Royal Blood
WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY HELEN SIMPSON From familiar fairy tales and legends
âe" Red Riding Hood, Bluebeard, Puss in Boots, Beauty and the Beast, vampires
and werewolves âe" Angela Carter has created an absorbing collection of dark,
sensual, fantastic stories.

Tall, Dark & Dead
The third and final fast-paced installment in the popular Raised by Wolves series,
called "the most compelling YA werewolf series out there" by New York Times bestselling author Melissa Marr. A rogue Were is killing humans, and Cedar Ridge is the
center of the crisis. Bryn, human alpha of the Cedar Ridge pack, must meet with
the Senate to deal with the problem. Though the subject is the rogue wolf, Bryn
knows the other packs want what she has. Her territory. Her females. Her pack.
They want her death. She could never survive a battle with another alpha, so she'll
have to keep her wits about her as she navigates the fine line between helping the
Senate and hurting her chances at keeping her lands, protecting her pack, and
surviving.

Full Moon Kisses
Beware of a bite under a full moon, it will complicate your love life.

Vampire Kisses 6: Royal Blood
This enticing paranormal romance featuring werewolves and the popular girl who
loves them is a great conclusion to the Full Moon series. What will Celeste do now
that both her heroic boyfriend, Brandon, and her popular ex-boyfriend, Nash, are
werewolves? And someone wants to turn her into a werewolf, too. Life is
complicated under Legend Run's full moon. Perfect for fans of Ellen Schreiber's
New York Times–bestselling Vampire Kisses series, or romantic werewolf stories
like Nightshade by Andrea Cremer and Shiver by Maggie Stiefvater, Full Moon
Kisses delivers danger, mystery, and undeniable romance.

City of Bones
Life in "Dullsville" has become far from dull for goth-girl Raven. After meeting
Alexander Sterling—a night-thriving, shadowy dream guy—her dark world suddenly
has a bright glow. But as in her favorite movie, Kissing Coffins, Raven knows that
love always has its complications. And Alexander has a secret—a secret she must
quietly guard. When he mysteriously disappears, Raven finds herself on a
dangerous chase to find him. What she encounters is more terrifying than she
could have imagined—including a life-transforming decision she may not be ready
to sink her teeth into. In Kissing Coffins Ellen Schreiber presents a chilling and
suspenseful sequel to her popular tale of an unusual teen romance, Vampire
Kisses.

The Bloody Chamber and Other Stories
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Vampire romance takes a snarky turn in this humorous novel, coming soon to TV
screens as a Lifetime Original Movie! Pearl is a sixteen-year-old vampire…fond of
blood, allergic to sunlight, and mostly evil…until the night a sparkly unicorn stabs
her through the heart with his horn. Oops. Her family thinks she was attacked by a
vampire hunter (because, obviously, unicorns don’t exist), and they’re shocked she
survived. They’re even more shocked when Pearl discovers she can now withstand
the sun. But they quickly find a way to make use of her new talent. The Vampire
King of New England has chosen Pearl’s family to host his feast. If Pearl enrolls in
high school, she can make lots of human friends and lure them to the King’s
feast—as the entrées. The only problem? Pearl’s starting to feel the twinges of a
conscience. How can she serve up her new friends—especially the cute guy who
makes her fangs ache—to be slaughtered? Then again, she’s definitely dead if she
lets down her family. What’s a sunlight-loving vamp to do?

Teenage Mermaid
This special promotional ebook includes the complete text of Once in a Full Moon
and an excerpt from the sequel, Magic of the Moonlight, along with a teaser to the
first book in the popular Vampire Kisses series. In addition, you’ll find bonus
material including trivia, a Q&A with Ellen, and a top 10 list written by Ellen. Hurry,
before it’s too late . . . Celeste Parker is used to hearing scary stories about
werewolves—Legend’s Run is famous for them. She's used to everything in the
small town until Brandon Maddox moves to Legend’s Run and Celeste finds herself
immediately drawn to the handsome new student. But when, after an unnerving
visit with a psychic, she encounters a pack of wolves and gorgeous, enigmatic
Brandon, she must discover whether his transformation is more than legend or just
a trick of the shadows in the moonlight. Her best friends may never forgive her if
she gives up her perfect boyfriend, Nash, for Brandon, who's from the wrong side
of town. But she can’t deny her attraction or the strong pull he has on her. Brandon
may be Celeste’s hero, or he may be the most dangerous creature she could
encounter in the woods of Legend’s Run. Psychic predictions, generations-old
secrets, a town divided, and the possibility of falling in love with a hot and heroic
werewolf are the perfect formula for what happens . . . once in a full moon.

The End Is Here: Teen Romance Sampler
A new guy in town. Rumors of vampires. Dangerous first love. This is where it all
begins. . . . The mansion on top of Benson Hill has stood empty for years. But one
day it seems to be occupied, and its mysterious, handsome inhabitant Alexander
Sterling becomes the source of much talk around town. Raven, a vampire-obsessed
Goth-girl who has always considered herself an outsider in "Dullsville," is
determined to uncover the truth surrounding the secretive Alexander. As she gets
to know him, and their spark intensifies, Raven finds herself in some unanticipated
situations. Can Alexander make her lifelong dream come true? But love always has
its complications—especially when it can only be awakened at nightfall. The first
three books in Ellen Schreiber's bestselling Vampire Kisses series capture the thrill
of a most unusual romance.

Sabriel
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When the town of Dullsville launches a production of "Cinderella," Raven and
Alexander's worlds collide with Alexander's vampire cousin, Claude, and his
friends, and Raven and Alexander must save the play's leading lady from Claude.

Vampire Kisses: Blood Relatives
Vampire Kisses: Books 1-3 Ellen Schreiber Publisher: Murdoch Books Released: 01
December 2011 ISBN: 9781742666730 The first three books in Ellen Schreiber's
bestselling Vampire Kisses series for the price of one! A new guy in town. Rumours
of vampires. Dangerous first love. This is where it all begins . . . Includes: Vampire
Kisses 1: The Beginning Vampire Kisses 2: Kissing Coffins Vampire Kisses 3:
Vampireville Vampire Kisses 1: The Beginning The mansion on top of Benson Hill
has stood empty for years. But one day it seems to be occupied, and its
mysterious, handsome inhabitant Alexander Sterling becomes the source of much
talk around town. Raven, a vampire-obsessed Goth-girl who has always considered
herself an outsider in 'Dullsville', is determined to uncover the truth surrounding
the secretive Alexander. As she gets to know him, and their spark intensifies,
Raven finds herself in some unanticipated situations. Vampire Kisses: The
Beginning captures the thrill of a most unusual romance. Vampire Kisses 2: Kissing
Coffins The second title in Ellen Schreiber's bestsellingVampire Kisses series
follows goth teenager Raven as she searches for her true love Alexander, whom
she's discovered is a vampire. And so continues the thrill of a most unusual
romance Vampire Kisses 3: Vampireville The third title in Ellen Schreiber's
bestselling Vampire Kisses series. For goth-girl Raven, dating her dream boyfriend
is complicated, especially because Alexander's secret means that they can see
each other only at night. And now the pair must be extra wary in the dark with
Alexander's archrival, Jagger, appearing around town. As if Jagger isn't enough
cause for worry, Luna, his strikingly pale sister, has also surfaced and seems to
have her sights set on Raven's long-time nemesis, Trevor. Together, Raven and
Alexander must begin a terrifying search for Jagger and Luna's hideout to drive
them away -- that is, if it's not already too late to save Dullsville from becoming
Vampireville. In the latest instalment of her popular Vampire Kisses books, Ellen
Schreiber continues the startling story of two teen outsiders -- she from the mortal
world and he from the Underworld -- who share a thrilling, extraordinary romance.
Also in this series: Vampire Kisses 4: Dance with a Vampire Vampire Kisses 5: The
Coffin Club Vampire Kisses 6: Royal Blood Vampire Kisses 7: Love Bites Vampire
Kisses 8: Cryptic Cravings Also by Ellen Schreiber: Once in a Full Moon

Vampire Kisses 2: Kissing Coffins
Sink your teeth into the complete first book in this bestselling series, and enjoy
excerpts for the next seven books plus Once in a Full Moon. In her small town,
dubbed "Dullsville," sixteen-year-old Raven—a vampire-crazed goth-girl—is an
outcast. But not for long . . . The intriguing and rumored-to-be haunted mansion on
top of Benson Hill has stood vacant and boarded-up for years. That is, until its
mysteriously strange new occupants move in. Who are these creepy
people—especially the handsome, dark, and elusive Alexander Sterling? Or rather,
what are they? Could the town prattle actually ring true? Are they vampires?
Raven, who secretly covets a vampire kiss, both at the risk of her own mortality
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and Alexander's loving trust, is dying to uncover the truth.

Vampire Kisses 4: Dance with a Vampire
A recovering witch and manager of Wisconsin's premier occult bookstore, Garnet
Lacey finds herself drawn to her gorgeous customer, Sebastian Von Traum, despite
the troublesome fact that he is dead. Original. 30,000 first printing.

Drink, Slay, Love
As a mortal girl dating a vampire, Raven knows that love isn't always easy. Now
that Alexander's parents have returned to Romania, Raven and her dreamy
vampire boyfriend are happy to resume their cryptic romance. But soon another
visitor comes knocking: Sebastian, Alexander's best friend, arrives for a stay at the
mansion. At first Raven is wary, then thrilled—this is the perfect chance to learn
more about her darkly handsome boyfriend and his past. Raven has been
wondering whether Alexander will ever bite her and make their love immortal, and
Sebastian could be her guide to the love habits of Alexander and his kind. But
when Sebastian falls for a particular Dullsvillian, will another mortal beat Raven to
the bite? With suspense, danger, and a fabulous vampire party, this seventh book
in the bestselling Vampire Kisses series continues the exciting nocturnal romance
of Raven and Alexander.

Vampire Kisses: Books 1-3
The relationship of Raven and her vampire boyfriend Alexander is tested when his
younger sister Stormy comes to town.

Vampire Kisses
I swear, my life was always totally normal. Normal house, normal family, normal
school. My looks are average, I don't have any superpowers, no one's showing up
to tell me I'm a princess—you get the picture. But when my junior year started,
something not normal happened. There were new kids at school . . . new kids with
a wardrobe straight out of a 19th-century romance novel, and an inexplicable
desire to stay at school until sundown. And on top of that, James Hallowell showed
up. James, who stole my sandwiches in fourth grade and teased me mercilessly
through middle school. James, who now seems to have the power to make my
heart race any time he comes near. But something weird is going on. Because
James rarely goes out during the day. And he seems stronger than your typical
guy. And he knows the new kids, all of whom seem to be harboring some kind of
deep secret. . . .

Love Bite
The sixth title in the bestselling Vampire Kisses series.

Comedy Girl
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Summer break is over, and Raven is hardly eager to be returning to Dullsville High.
Not only does school mean daily interaction with preppy pest Trevor Mitchell, but
her sleep-filled days and romantic nights with her immortal boyfriend, Alexander,
must come to an end. Plus the shock of morning classes isn't the only change in
store. An unexpected letter turns up at Alexander's mansion—announcing his
parents will be coming to town. And once they arrive, just about everyone has had
a sighting of the macabre couple except Raven. What could be delaying Alexander
from introducing Raven to them? Could Alexander be hiding something about his
parents' homecoming? When Raven is finally invited to the most thrilling dinner
party of her life, the next turn of events could transform her entire future with
Alexander. The sixth book in Ellen Schreiber's bestselling Vampire Kisses series
takes an unusual twist in the continuing romance of Raven and Alexander.

Once in a Full Moon
The absolute last thing goth-girl Raven and her vampire boyfriend, Alexander,
need is another hitch in their nighttime-only romance—but dark trouble hovers on
the horizon when Raven and Alexander discover four freshly dug graves filled with
empty coffins. When a crew of sketchy vampires takes up residence in Dullsville's
lonely graveyard, Alexander finds this motley bunch led by his very own bloodsucking cousin, Claude Sterling. Shocking! Claude and his creepy crew can only
spell out more problems for the pair, especially when Raven finds them in daylight
in the very last place she could ever imagine. What could Claude and his invaders
be doing—or searching for—in Dullsville?

Vampire Kisses with Bonus Material
There's a new vampire in town. His name is Valentine Maxwell. Goth-girl Raven
knows this latest intruder can only mean trouble—he's the younger sibling of two
vampires she fought to drive out of Dullsville. But when her brother, Billy, befriends
this dangerous tween night prowler, the stakes are suddenly higher. Though torn
by the excitement of every teen girl's fantasy—attending the prom with her
boyfriend—Raven must do everything she can to protect Billy. Valentine's
appearance may pose even further threats. Could he somehow know Raven's
innermost feelings about becoming immortal for her true love, Alexander? The farfrom-ordinary romance of these two teen outsiders takes another surprise-filled
spin in the fourth book of Ellen Schreiber's applauded Vampire Kisses series.

The Back Door of Midnight
The first bite is only the beginning. Twenty of today's favorite writers explore the
intersections between the living, dead, and undead. Their vampire tales range
from romantic to chilling to gleeful—and touch on nearly every emotion in
between. Neil Gaiman's vampire-poet in "Bloody Sunrise" is brooding, remorseful,
and lonely. Melissa Marr's vampires make a high-stakes game of possession and
seduction in "Transition." And in "Why Light?" Tanith Lee's lovelorn vampires yearn
most of all for the one thing they cannot have—daylight. Drawn from folk traditions
around the world, popular culture, and original interpretations, the vampires in this
collection are enticingly diverse. But reader beware: The one thing they have in
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common is their desire for blood. . . .

Vampire Kisses 8: Cryptic Cravings
After a close encounter with a bus, Alona Dare goes from homecoming queen to
Queen of the Dead. She’s stuck as a ghost in the land of the living with no sign of
the big, bright light to take her to a better place. To make matters worse, the only
person who might be able to help her is Will Killian, a total loser outcast. More than
anything, Will wishes he didn’t have the rare ability to communicate with the dead,
especially the former mean girl of Groundsboro High. He’s not filling out any
volunteer forms to help her cross to the other side, though it would bring him some
welcome peace and quiet./DIV DIVCan they get over their mutual distrust -- and
quasi-attraction -- to work together? Readers of this spirited paranormal comedy
won't want this odd couple to ever part.

Vampire Kisses
For goth-girl Raven, dating her dream boyfriend is complicated, especially because
Alexander's secret means that they can see each other only at night. And now the
pair must be extra wary in the dark with Alexander's archrival, Jagger, appearing
around town. As if Jagger isn't enough cause for worry, Luna, his strikingly pale
sister, has also surfaced and seems to have her sights set on Raven's longtime
nemesis, Trevor. Together, Raven and Alexander must begin a terrifying search for
Jagger and Luna's hideout to drive them away -- that is, if it's not already too late
to save Dullsville from becoming Vampireville. In the latest installment of her
popular Vampire Kisses books, Ellen Schreiber continues the startling story of two
teen outsiders -- she from the mortal world and he from the Underworld -- who
share a thrilling, extraordinary romance.

Magic of the Moonlight
Spencer almost drowns in a surfing accident when a sparkling, golden girl saves
him with a kiss of life before she suddenly disappears. Where did this dream girl
come from, and will she return? Lilly rescues a boy from nearly drowning and
dangerously steps out of her own watery world. Curious to explore this forbidden
land, she's gotta find her handsome Earthdude. A silver heart locket is their only
clue. Ellen Schreiber revamps a classic favorite with a funky magical romance that
shows what transpires when boy meets girl, but discovers girl is really a . . .

Vampire Academy (book 1)
Game of Thrones fans will love the New York Times bestselling Abhorsen series.
Sabriel, the first installment in the trilogy, launched critically acclaimed author
Garth Nix onto the fantasy scene as a rising star. Since childhood, Sabriel has lived
outside the walls of the Old Kingdom, away from the power of Free Magic, and
away from the Dead who refuse to stay dead. But now her father, the Abhorson, is
missing, and Sabriel must cross into that world to find him. With Mogget, whose
feline form hides a powerful, perhaps malevolent spirit, and Touchstone, a young
Charter Mage, Sabriel travels deep into the Old Kingdom. There she confronts an
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evil that threatens much more than her life and comes face-to-face with her own
hidden destiny. . . .

Once in a Full Moon with Bonus Material
The morbidly monotonous Dullsville has finally become exciting, now Raven is
madly in love with her hot vampire boyfriend Alexander, and a crew of vampires
has taken residence in Dullsville's old mill. Raven discovers Jagger's plan to open a
new club, The Crypt, right here in Dullsville. But is it her dream come true, or her
worst nightmare?

Teeth
Psychicor psychotic? Anna knows her family is crazy. But when she goes to visit
her aunt and uncle for the summer and learns that her uncle’s charred body has
been found, her life reaches a new level of insanity. Her erratic aunt’s “psychic”
abilities are exaggerated by her grief, and have become borderline violent. Alone
in an unfamiliar town, Anna struggles to pick up the pieces and establish any sense
of normalcy. She desperately wants to trust Zack, the cute boy next door, but even
he might know more about the incident than he is letting on. But when Anna starts
feeling an inexplicable pull to the site of her uncle’s murder, she begins to believe
that her family’s supernatural gifts are real after all. Torn between loyalty and
suspicion, Anna is certain of only one thing: she must discover who killed her uncle
or she could be next….

Vampire Kisses 3: Vampireville
In her small town, dubbed "Dullsville," sixteen-year-old Raven -- a vampire-crazed
goth-girl -- is an outcast. But not for long The intriguing and rumored-to-be haunted
mansion on top of Benson Hill has stood vacant and boarded-up for years. That is,
until its mysteriously strange new occupants move in. Who are these creepy
people -- especially the handsome, dark, and elusive Alexander Sterling? Or rather,
what are they? Could the town prattle actually ring true? Are they vampires?
Raven, who secretly covets a vampire kiss, both at the risk of her own mortality
and Alexander's loving trust, is dying to uncover the truth. Ellen Schreiber's spooky
and stirring romance tells the story of two outsiders who fall in love in a town
where conformity reigns, and ends with a shocking surprise.

Vampire Kisses 3: Vampireville
A thoroughly revised and updated edition of Thomas C. Foster's classic guide—a
lively and entertaining introduction to literature and literary basics, including
symbols, themes, and contexts—that shows you how to make your everyday
reading experience more rewarding and enjoyable. While many books can be
enjoyed for their basic stories, there are often deeper literary meanings interwoven
in these texts. How to Read Literature Like a Professor helps us to discover those
hidden truths by looking at literature with the eyes—and the literary codes—of the
ultimate professional reader: the college professor. What does it mean when a
literary hero travels along a dusty road? When he hands a drink to his companion?
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When he's drenched in a sudden rain shower? Ranging from major themes to
literary models, narrative devices, and form, Thomas C. Foster provides us with a
broad overview of literature—a world where a road leads to a quest, a shared meal
may signify a communion, and rain, whether cleansing or destructive, is never just
a shower—and shows us how to make our reading experience more enriching,
satisfying, and fun. This revised edition includes new chapters, a new preface, and
a new epilogue, and incorporates updated teaching points that Foster has
developed over the past decade.

Vampire Kisses 9: Immortal Hearts
If sex had a smell, Armando Moreno had bottled it. Brooklyn Ashbaugh doesn't
think much of the spring break trip her college roommates drag her on until she
meets Armando Moreno. With his sexy Latin accent, muscular body, and soulful
eyes, he should be interested in runway models, not a twenty-one-year-old college
student in discount jeans. Still, when he invites her up to his place, her body takes
over, shutting out her better judgment. She never has one night stands. She knows
better. Yet, something about this amazingly attractive man makes her lose her
head. And her clothes. Later when she awakes, she finds herself discarded and
bitten, infected with a disease that makes her crave blood and violence. Now, only
the man responsible for her infection can unlock the mystery surrounding it. But
can she control her primal urges long enough to stop the spread of infection before
it destroys her town and her life? For fans of The Black Dagger Brotherhood, A
Shade of a Vampire, and Rent-A-Dragon. Love Bite is the first book in the Bite
series. It contains hot vampires, page-turning action, and steamy romance.

Vampire Kisses: Blood Relatives
Life in "Dullsville" has become far from dull for goth-girl Raven. After meeting
Alexander Sterling—a night-thriving, shadowy dream guy—her dark world suddenly
has a bright glow. But as in her favorite movie, Kissing Coffins, Raven knows that
love always has its complications. And Alexander has a secret—a secret she must
quietly guard. When he mysteriously disappears, Raven finds herself on a
dangerous chase to find him. What she encounters is more terrifying than she
could have imagined—including a life-transforming decision she may not be ready
to sink her teeth into. In Kissing Coffins Ellen Schreiber presents a chilling and
suspenseful sequel to her popular tale of an unusual teen romance, Vampire
Kisses.

Vampire Kisses: Graveyard Games
Beware of a kiss under the full moon. It will change your life forever. Celeste Parker
is used to hearing scary stories about werewolves—Legend's Run is famous for
them. She's used to everything in the small town until Brandon Maddox moves to
Legend's Run and Celeste finds herself immediately drawn to the handsome new
student. But when, after an unnerving visit with a psychic, she encounters a pack
of wolves and gorgeous, enigmatic Brandon, she must discover whether his
transformation is more than legend or just a trick of the shadows in the moonlight.
Her best friends may never forgive her if she gives up her perfect boyfriend, Nash,
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for Brandon, who's from the wrong side of town. But she can't deny her attraction
or the strong pull he has on her. Brandon may be Celeste's hero, or he may be the
most dangerous creature she could encounter in the woods of Legend's Run.
Psychic predictions, generations-old secrets, a town divided, and the possibility of
falling in love with a hot and heroic werewolf are the perfect formula for what
happens . . . once in a full moon.

Vampire Kisses 2: Kissing Coffins
It's tough for love-struck Raven to imagine what's keeping her nocturnal boyfriend
from returning to Dullsville. So there's only one thing to do—find Alexander. Along
the way, Raven can't resist the spot where she feels most at home, the Coffin Club.
But when she stumbles upon a secret door in the club, she descends into a dim
catacomb—to a hidden hangout where the house drink happens to be type A or B.
Drawn to one of its shadowy members, Raven suspects she's in over her head. But
exploring the covert club is too tempting, even after coming face-to-face with
Alexander's trouble-stirring enemy. Can Raven delve further into the Underworld
unbeknownst to Alexander—and also solve the mystery of her true love's own
secrecy? Ellen Schreiber's sizzling Vampire Kisses series continues with its darkest
installment yet.

Vampire Kisses: The Beginning
Raven's romance with her dreamy vampire boyfriend, Alexander, has been
complicated once again by Alexander's menacing half-vamp cousin. Now that
Claude and his fearless gang have been tricked out of the blood-filled vials that can
turn them into full vampires, Claude will stop at nothing to find the real vials.
Raven's family and friends could be in danger. When Claude teams up with Raven's
longtime nemesis, Trevor, invitations soon go out for a vampire-themed
masquerade party. Could Claude be scheming to turn all of the students at
Dullsville High into vampires if he doesn't get what he wants? Raven and Alexander
must try to stop Claude—but also ask themselves what really matters most in the
end.

How to Read Literature Like a Professor Revised
For goth-girl Raven, dating her dream boyfriend is complicated, especially because
Alexander's secret means that they can see each other only at night. And now the
pair must be extra wary in the dark with Alexander's archrival, Jagger, appearing
around town. As if Jagger isn't enough cause for worry, Luna, his strikingly pale
sister, has also surfaced and seems to have her sights set on Raven's longtime
nemesis, Trevor. Together, Raven and Alexander must begin a terrifying search for
Jagger and Luna's hideout to drive them away - that is, if it's not already too late to
save Dullsville from becoming Vampireville. In the latest instalment of her popular
Vampire Kisses books, Ellen Schreiber continues the startling story of two teen
outsiders - she from the mortal world and he from the Underworld - who share a
thrilling, extraordinary romance.

Vampire Crush
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Sixteen-year-old Raven, an outcast who always wears black and hopes to become
a vampire some day, falls in love with the mysterious new boy in town, eager to
find out if he can make her dreams come true.

Taken by Storm
Suddenly able to see demons and the Shadowhunters who are dedicated to
returning them to their own dimension, fifteen-year-old Clary Fray is drawn into
this bizarre world when her mother disappears and Clary herself is almost killed by
a monster.

Cryptic Cravings
With cryptic secrets and cravings, this eighth installment in the popular Vampire
Kisses series is a romantic and mysterious thrill ride. Jagger plans to open a new
club in Dullsville. But is it Raven's dream come true or a nightmare? The morbidly
monotonous Dullsville has finally become the most exciting place on earth, now
that Raven is madly in love with Alexander and a crew of vampires has taken up
residence in Dullsville's old mill. But Raven can't decide whether Jagger's plan to
open a new club, the Crypt, is a good one. Can Raven convince Jagger to listen to
her plans to make the Crypt the morbidly magnificent party space it could be? Will
it be safe for mortals and vampires alike? And as Sebastian and Luna's relationship
heats up, Raven wonders about her own amorous fate: Will Alexander ever turn
her? Does he crave her and does he want to spend eternity together? And what
does she really want?
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